
SOLUTIONS FOR

SMART & SAFE
HOMES

+   Front Door Security
+   Smart Video Alarms
+   Indoor Cameras
+   Personal Trackers



SECURITY OF YOUR FAMILY SHOULD BE 

FAILSAFE



Welcome to TigerTech Smart Homes

TigerTech surrounds your life with a warm and secure
embrace and brings fresh and vivid experiences to your
home that are fun, make your life secure and are easy for
your family to enjoy.

With TigerTech, all you need is just one touch to know who’s
outside your front door, or arm your security system, or
Track your daughter who’s coming home late.

And unlike all of it’s competition, TigerTech is designed for
India and is truly failsafe. It continues to secure your family
even during power outages and can send emergency alerts
and notifications, even if Wi-Fi fails.

The TigerTech System is an Eco-System of wireless smart
sensors and connected devices including Doorbells, Alarm
Systems, Cameras, GPS Trackers and others, which are all
connected seamlessly and controlled by Apps on your Tablet
or Smartphone. And that, is when your home truly becomes
smart.

TigerTech brings together all these connected devices into
your home to create a truly personalized experience to
maximize your security, and also connects to 24X7
Emergency Response Services to give you complete peace of
mind.

And finally, since we believe that Home Security &
Automation should be enjoyed by one and all, TigerTech is
priced for the Indian masses and is scalable, so it’s easy to
start small and grow your TigerTech System.

Welcome to safer and smarter living.

Welcome to TigerTech.



+   Front Door Security
+   Smart Video Alarms
+   Indoor Cameras
+   Personal Trackers



+ FRONT DOOR SECURITY



ANSWER YOUR FRONT DOOR WITH YOUR

SMARTPHONE

SMART VIDEO DOORBELL



The TigerTech Smart Wi-Fi Video Doorbell is the 'eyes and ears'
of your front door and allows you to see, hear, and speak to
visitors at your front door on your Smartphone, whether you’re
at home, at work, or on vacation. It is a doorbell, a HD video
camera, a motion sensor and an intercom phone - all rolled into
one beautiful looking device.

When a visitor rings the doorbell, you receive an immediate
notification and can see your visitors in clear 720P HD video, and
hear and speak to them with two-way audio – as long as you are
connected to Wi-Fi or mobile internet. If you want to let them in,
simply press the 'unlock' button on the same screen to open your
Smart lock. (Optional)
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+ SMART VIDEO ALARM



NO POWER. NO WIFI. NO PROBLEM.

INDIA’S FIRST 

TRULY FAILSAFE
HOME SECURITY & VIDEO ALARM SYSTEM

SMARTCAM PLUS VIDEO ALARM



The TigerTech SmartCam Plus, with Battery Backup and 3G
SIM Card Slot is the Only Stand-Alone and Failsafe Video
Home Security Alarm & Monitoring System in India.

It is designed for video security of homes, offices, and shops
and is an entirely failsafe device designed for Indian
conditions.

The SmartCam Plus streams live video on demand, has a
powerful PIR based Motion Sensor to detect movement. If
any activity is detected, it instantly sends you an alert, an
SMS, and also makes a phone call on your Smartphone. It
also send you a 15-second video clip of the incident. It’s
advanced Night Vision Technology enables you to monitor
the darkest rooms with absolute ease.

It works on power but also has a built-in battery, which keeps
the system working even during power failures. It can
connect to Wi-Fi but also has a 3G SIM slot that provide
video streaming even if your Wi-Fi shuts down.

SmartCam Plus is simple to use and can be set up in less than
five minutes, making your life completely worry free.

The SmartCam Plus can also help you to manage your home
or office staff, and check on your children, pets, and the
elderly at home.
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+ INDOOR CAMERAS



MONITOR YOUR HOME FROM YOUR 

SMARTPHONE

SMARTCAM HOME VIDEO MONITOR



The TigerTech SmartCam is designed to monitor your home
or office and help you keep in touch with your family and
staff. View live video streams on-demand, in stunning 720P
HD quality with 110 degree wide-angle view and 4X Zoom,
on your Smartphone.

The camera has a built-in infrared night vision to help you
see and record in absolute darkness too. You can also use
the built-in microphone an speaker to initiate 2-way video
calls to your Smartphone, with the built-in “Call” button.

The motion detector can also be used to send you an alert if
any untoward incident is noticed. It streams and records
video and pictures on demand on a local 32GB Card.

Widely used to monitor homes and offices, use the
SmartCam monitor your staff and check on your children,
pets, and the elderly at home.

The SmartCam ensures that the safety of all that you hold
dear is never compromised, even when you are at work,
traveling or just busy.
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+ PERSONAL SOS TRACKER



WHEN EMERGENCY STRIKES

TRACK AND HELP YOUR LOVED ONES ON YOUR 

SMARTPHONE

SMART TRACKER + SOS BUTTON

WITH BUILT-IN PHONE



The TigerTech Smart SOS Tracker is a Stand Alone, Personal
Security Device, that looks like a piece of jewelry and
combines a multi-modal GPS Tracker, a Cell Phone and a SoS
button into a single miniature device.

The Tracker works on a SIM card that allows it to be tracked
anywhere in the world through a Smartphone App. In case of
any emergency, press the SoS button and the Tracker will
immediately send your exact location to your family and also
call pre-designated emergency numbers for a 2-way phone
call. Your family can also dial into the Tracker and choose to
discreetly listen in case you are having any trouble.

The device supports GPS, LBS and Wi-Fi positioning. While
GPS is mainly for outdoor positioning, LBS and Wi-Fi are
for indoor positioning.

TigerTech allows you to draw a virtual fence on the App
around any area on the map and the Tracker will
automatically alert you if your family exits that geofence.

With the SoS call button, and the 2-way call function, you can
always call your family or emergency contacts discreetly if
you are ever in an emergency situation. They will also receive
an alert and will be able to track you in real time.

The TigerTech SOS Tracker keeps a record of the routes
travelled for 3 months. You can check these records through
the App on your Smartphone.

The SOS Tracker ensures the safety and security of your Kids,
Senior Citizens, Pets, People working late hours, and any
valuable assets.
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TigerTech Smart Living Pvt. Ltd
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Call: +91-7720056565
www.tigertechlabs.com

TigerTech – Because You Deserve Peace Of Mind
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